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Abstract: This study investigates the influence of two surfactants –a non-ionic (Tween20) and a zwitterionic 

(Cocoamidopropyl Betaine) – upon the gas-liquid hydrodynamics in a bubble column. These kinds of substances can have 

an important influence upon the gas-liquid hydrodynamics, specifically on the bubble size and gas hold-up.  Bubble 

diameters were measured photographically in a bubble column, which was operating in the homogeneous regime with air 

and aqueous surfactant solutions. The bubble size and gas hold-up data were determined for several values of the 

superficial gas velocity (0.13, 0.26 and 0.5 cm/s). On the other hand, bubble diameter was determined for different values 

of surfactant concentration (0.02, 0.05 and 0.1 %vol). At superficial gas velocity below 0.26 cm/s, addition of surfactant in 

air-water has low influence on bubble size, whereas higher gas velocity addition of surfactant increases the number of 

bubble. In surfactant solutions (in comparison with pour water), resulted in an increase in number of bubble and a rough 

decrease in Sauter mean bubble diameter. Bubbles tend to become smaller with decreasing surface tension of water. 

Therefore, surfactant existence increases the gas hold-up. Further, gas holdup increased when gas bubbles movement 

increased. 
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1. Introduction 

Bubble columns have found their wide application in 

biochemical processing industries due to their simple 

construction, low cost and ease of operation. These devices 

are intensively utilized as multiphase contactors and 

reactors in chemical, petrochemical and biochemical 

industries [6]. About 30% of all chemical processes occur 

between a gas phase and a liquid phase [8] such as 

oxidation of ethylene to acetaldehyde, oxidation of wet air, 

synthesis of methanol in liquid phases, synthesis Fisher-

Trabs, hydrogenation of maleic acid, bacteria culture, 

parasite of fungus culture, production of single-cell protein, 

culture of animal cells and wastewater treatment [20]. 

Bubble columns are characterized by large liquid phase 

hold-up which makes them attractive reactors for 

kinetically slow gas-liquid reactions [3]. Surfactants are the 

materials consisting of molecules which contain both polar 

and non-polar parts (amphiphilic). In the aqueous phase, 

the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains to escape from water 

phase[26]. Surfactants, both chemical and biological, can 

reduce surface and interfacial by accumulating at the 

interface of immiscible fluids and increasing the solubility, 

mobility, bioavailability and subsequent biodegradation of 

hydrophobic or insoluble organic compounds [6]. These 

materials are widely used as antifoam agent, wetting agent, 

detergent, film coating, emulsifying agent, chemical and 

petrochemical productions [21]. The size of the bubble in 

bubble column depends on the sparger, superficial gas 

velocity, and concentration of liquid phase [3]. There are 

several other techniques for determination of bubble size in 

bubble column that involve light scattering, light reflection 

and depolarization and optical probes [4]. The simplest 

characterization method is the photographic approach, 

which has been widely used. The effect of gas flow rates on 

bubble size was investigated by Akita and Yoshida [2] and 

the result showed a decrease in bubble size with increasing 
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gas flow rate. Krishna and Krishna [18] reported that in the 

heterogeneous regime the mass transfer was significantly 

enhanced by the continuous bubble break-up and 

coalescence tendencies. Kalekar et al.[16] investigated the 

adsorption of various surfactants at gas-liquid interface. 

Kothekar et al. [17] studied the foam stability, surface 

tension and interfacial tension of Tween 20, Tween 60 and 

Tween 80. Bubble diameter reduction and oxygen 

concentration in some systems containing different 

surfactants were reported in the literature [25]. Garcia et al. 

[13] investigated Tween 80 in silicon oil + water solution 

decreased bubble diameter. Anastasiou et al.[5] reported 

that the bubble size in Triton X-100 /water system is 

smaller than SDS/water system on bubble column and the 

effect of surfactant additives on gas hold-up in the pseudo-

homogeneous has also been studied. Yang and maa [27] 

studied ionic surfactants (SDS, SDBS) in water systems 

and showed that the coalescence time increased with 

increasing surfactant concentration. Fractional gas hold-up 

is an important parameter in the design and scale-up of gas-

liquid dispersion. It has several direct and indirect 

influences on the column performance. The gas hold-up 

generally increases when a surfactant of either kind is 

present in bubble column [24]. Bouaifi et al.[7] studied the 

gas hold-up,  interfacial area, the bubble size, and bubble 

distribution in two gas-liquid dispersion columns. Most of 

the results on gas hold-up are in the form of a plethora of 

empirical correlations, collected and discussed in reference 

books[11] , and review papers[ 15,23].  In this research, 

bubble size distribution and gas hold-up in bubble column 

reactor were investigated when different surfactants 

(containing Tween 20, Betaine) at various concentrations 

were added into the water. The effect of superficial gas 

velocity on the bubble diameter and gas hold-up were 

studied. 

2. Experiments and Methods 

2. 1. Experimental Setup 

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in 

Fig. 1. And it consists of small vertical rectangular 

Plexiglas column (with height of 1.2m, width of 0.2m and 

depth of 0.05m). The column is equipped with appropriate 

flow meter for gas phase flow measurement and control. 

During the experiments, the gas was injected through a gas 

distribution. The gas distribution sparger was an orifice 

with injector. The gas distribution located at the bottom of 

the column with 1.2mm in diameter made of the Plexiglas. 

Air was supplied with a regulated pressure pump. The gas-

free liquid height in the column for each experiment was 

about 0.45m. The gas flow was then stopped in order to 

begin each experimental run. . The bubble diameter size 

was determined with a photographic technique by a digital 

camera (CASIO EXILIM, model: EX-F1 with resolution of 

8 M pixels). To determine profiles of ellipsoid bubble, 

camera distance of column was 1 meter. The camera was 

located perpendicular to the surface for photography. The 

light was shone on the other side of the column that was in 

front of the camera. It is better to use cool light and smooth 

light, but it is also with other types of lights. In the present 

work two halogen lamps with a consumption power 1 KW 

were used. For uniformity of lights a paper [1] or white 

screen [28] that located between light and bubble column 

was used. In this study, a opaque plate of Plexiglas was 

used. When the light was shone in back of column, It was 

reflected because of the collision of the light with bubble 

and the part of the light did not arrive to the camera. This 

part in photos was dark and created a boundary for bubbles 

that lead to better diagnosis in photos. All the experiments 

were carried out at ambient conditions (atmospheric 

pressure 25(±0.5) LC).  

 
Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 

2. 2. Materials 

Tween 20 ((Polysorbate 20), [CAS no: 9005-64-5]) and Betaine 

((Cocoamidopropyl betaine), [CAS no: 61789-40-0]) were 

purchased from Merck Company (Germany) and their various 

solutions with various concentrations were prepared.  The 

properties of these surfactants are shown in detail in Table 1. 

Distilled water was utilized in the experiments.  Air from column 

was used as the sparging gas. The diameters of the bubbles were 

determined from photographs the operating column, 40cm, 20m 

and 5cm away from gas distributor. The dimensions of the 

bubbles, which were supposed to be ellipsoids, were measured 

directly from the photographs.  Among 50 to 1000 bubbles were 

measured at each experimental point, using 27-30 photographs. 

Fig.2. illustrates examples of the of bubbles in Tween20 in water 

system (ug=0.13,0.26 and 0.5cm/s) at Cs=0.02%vol. Major (a) and 

minor (b) axes of  the projected  ellipsoid were measured and the 

diameter of the volume-equivalent was taken as the representative 

bubble dimension [13]. 

2. 3. Methods 

� � ��²��
                                         (1) 

Eq. (2) is used to determine the bubble area 
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and bubble eccentricity is calculated from the following 

equation: 

 � ��1 � �

�

� �²                               (3) 

The mean bubble size ( Sauter mean diameter ) was then 

evaluated by [1]: 

�₃₂ � ∑ �  �  ³
∑ �  �  ²                                       (4) 

 

Table 1. Properties of surfactants 

Surfactant Formula Type MW(gr/mol) Concentration(%vol) δ(mN/M) 

Tween 20 C58 H14 
O26 

Nonionic 1227.54 0.02 
0.05 
0.1 

35.1 
34 
31.05 

Betaine C19 H38 
N2 O3 

Zwitterionic 342.52 0.02 
0.05 
0.1 

39.6 
37.8 
32.08 

Where ni is the number of bubbles that have an 

equivalent diameter (di). The absolute error in d32 was 

estimated to be nearly ±0.05mm. The overall gas hold-up 

was determined by visual measurements using the volume 

expansion method [9]. This was determined by measuring 

the difference between the un gassed and gassed liquid 

volumes. The gas hold-up was calculated from: 

ɛg = 
��� 

�                                           (5) 

Note that Eq. (3) and (4) is solved repeatedly at each 

superficial gas velocity and surfactant concentration using 

MATLAB software.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3. 1. Influence of Superficial Gas Velocity 

3. 1. 1. Bubble Size 

Regarding the influence of gas flow-rate upon the bubble 

diameter, different behaviors have been found; however, 

the commonest one indicates that an increase in the gas 

flow-rate produces a decrease in the bubble size. This 

behavior is in agreement with previous studies for other 

surfactant systems in bubble column [19]. Fig.3 and Fig.4 

show the effect of gas flow rate upon bubble size at 

Cs=0.02%vol and surfactant + water systems as a function 

of bubble diameter. Increase in ug lead to higher liquid 

velocity, which can be responsible for the enhancement of 

turbulent intensity [10, 22] which in turn causes more 

bubble breakage and leads to a decrease in average bubble 

size and an increase in number of small bubbles. The mean 

bubble size increases with increasing superficial gas to 

ug=0.26cm/s (see Fig. 5). Initial increase in bubble diameter 

can be explained by an increase in dispersion of small 

bubbles within the system with increasing aeration rate and 

increasing the bubble collision frequency that lead to a 

higher coalescence rate and an increase in stable bubble 

diameter. Decrease in bubble size at velocity higher than 

0.26cm/s can be attributed to increasing the proportion of 

bubble breakage (in agreement with photograph shown in 

Fig.2). At low superficial velocities, surfactant solutions  

 

have a mix of small and large bubbles with the larger 

bubbles being dominant. As superficial velocity increases, 

large bubbles disappear and small bubbles prevail.  

However, the large bubbles are only observed at low 

superficial gas velocities. The size estimated from 

photography supported this observation. The values of d32 

obtained in this work are in the range of 0.3-0.6cm which is 

in agreement with the experimental values reported by 

others[7,12], as it can be observed in Figs5 and 10 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Fig2.  Bubbles' photographs for Tween20 /water system at Cs=0.02%vol; 

(a) ug=0.13cm/s; (b) ug=0.26cm/s; (c) ug=0.5cm/s 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig 3. Influence of gas velocity upon bubble diameter in Betaine +water 

systems. Cs=0.02%vol.(a) h=5cm; (b) h=20cm; (c) h=40cm 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig 4. Influence of gas velocity upon bubble diameter in Tween20+water 

systems. Cs=0.02%vol.(a) h=5cm; (b) h=20cm; (c) h=40cm 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig 5. Effect of superficial gas velocity on Sauter mean bubble diameter at 

Cs=0.02%vol.(a):Tween20/water (b): Betaine/water 

3. 1. 2. Gas Hold-Up 

Fig. 6 showed the influence of superficial gas velocity on 

gas hold-up in surfactant solutions and also demonstrated 

that at low superficial gas velocities (ug≤0.5cm/s), addition 

of surfactant to water has a influence on the gas hold-up. 

Increasing the gas velocity increases the number of small 

bubbles with slower bubble rise velocities within the 

column, and thus increases the gas hold-up of the system 

[6]. On the other hand, a high ug increases the bubble 

collision frequency which leads to a higher coalescence 

with correspondingly larger bubbles [6]. The preferential 

release of larger bubbles may result in greater proportion of 

smaller bubbles in the fluid and consequently, a larger gas 

hold-up[6]. The molecular weight and surface tension 

decreased the bubbles diameter while increasing the hold-

up (compared with pure water). The gas hold-up increased 

as following: 

ɛg(Tween20) < ɛg(Betaine) 

 

Fig 6. Effect of superficial gas velocity on gas hold-up at Cs=0.02%ol 

3. 2. Influence of Surfactant Concentration 

3. 2. 1. Bubble Size 

Fig. 9 shows photographs of bubbles which were used to 

analyse the influence of the betaine concentration on the 

bubble size and important changes have also been observed, 

concretely Fig. 9 shows that an increase in the surfactant 

concentration leads to clear decrease in the bubble diameter. 

The experimental results showed that an increase in the 

surfactant concentration causes also an increase in liquid 

phase viscosity. The solution of surfactant produces a 

decrease in surface tension and this behavior produces a 

decrease in bubble size and an increase in number of 

bubbles(see Fig. 7 and 8). Fig. 10 shows the influence of 

surfactant concentration upon the Sauter mean diameter. A 

decrease is produced in d32 with high surfactant 

concentrations, due to the existence of bubble rupture 

processes caused by the large size of the bubbles, the high 

liquid phase viscosity and the bubbles collisions.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig 7. Influence of surfactant concentration upon bubble size in Betaine + 

water systems at ug=0.13cm/s.(a) h=5cm; (b)h=20cm;(c)h=40cm 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig 8. Influence of surfactant concentration upon bubble size in Tween20 

+ water systems at ug=0.13cm/s.(a) h=5cm; (b) h=20cm;(c)h=40cm. 

3. 2. 2. Gas Hold-Up 

Fig. 11 illustrates the influence of surfactant 

concentration on gas hold-up at ug=0.13cm/s. According to 

Fig. 11, the gas hold-up increases moderately with the 

increasing of the surfactant concentration, especially at 

higher concentration. The rise velocity of bubbles 

decreases by increasing the surfactant concentration. This 

decrease can be attributed mainly to a proportional rise in 

the concentration of surfactant in water and a decrease of 

surface tension with increasing surfactant concentration [6]. 

Also, increasing the surfactant concentration produces 

smaller bubbles and increases viscosity which in turn 

increases the gas hold-up[14]. When low surfactant 

concentration is present in the liquid phase, an important 

decrease in gas hold-up is observed. However, a higher 

surfactant concentration produces the opposite behavior 

that gas hold-up increases. Depending on the type of 

surfactants, gas hold-up in betaine solution was more than 

tween20/water system and return to affect molecular 

weight in gas hold-up.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig 10. Influence of surfactant concentration upon Sauter mean bubble 

diameter at ug=0.13cm/s. (a):Tween20/water (b): Betaine/water 

 
(a)                                                             (b)                                                         (c) 

Fi. 9. Influence of  betaine concentration upon bubble size in Betaine + water systems.ug=0.13cm/s, (a) Cs=0.02%vol; (b) Cs= 0.05%vol; (c) Cs=0.1%vol 

 

 
Fig 11. Influence of surfactant concentration upon gas hold-up at 

ug=0.13cm/s. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Presence surfactant has a profound influence on bubble 

size and gas hold-up. When gas flow increases to 0.26 cm/s, 

superficial gas velocity has low influence on bubble size 

but at higher superficial gas velocity, adding a surfactant 

reduce bubble size. Superficial gas velocity and surfactant 

concentration has a high influence on a of small bubble. 

Increase in concentration of surfactant results in increasing 

number of bubbles and gas hold-up and decreasing d32, 

which can be attributed to increasing the coalescence-

inhibiting tendency and decreasing of surface tension. The 

Sauter mean diameter decreases with increasing of gas 

velocity. Large bubble size disappearance at high velocities 

maybe because of bubble breaks up due to turbulence. 

Superficial gas velocity has high influence upon bubble 

coalescence. The surfactant addition increased the gas 

hold-up (at highest gas flow rate and surfactant 

concentration). The gas hold-up effect in the surfactant 

solutions depends on the molecular weight, surface tension 

and surfactant type. 
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Nomenclature 

ug        superficial  gas  velocity (m/s) 

Cs       surfactant concentration 

a        major axis of the projected (m) 

b      minor axis of the projected ellipsoid (m)  

h      distance from  gas distributor(m) 

d32    sautor  mean  diameter  bubble(m) 

d        diameter(m) 

e        bubble eccentricity 

H0      ungassed column height (m) 

H      column dispersion height due to the     presence of gas 

bubbles (m) 

Greek letters 

ɛg             gas hold-up 
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